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ABSTRACT
A current issue regarding the nature of excited state multiple proton transfers via
intramolecular hydrogen bonds is treated in this thesis. The mechanism of the
excited

state

intramolecular

double

proton

transfer

(ESIDPT)

in

the

N-(2,3-dihydroxy)benzylideneaniline (DHB) was explored, by using DFT and
TD-DFT computational methods accompanied by electronic steady state absorption
and fluorescence spectroscopy.
The theoretical investigation indicated that DHB undergoes an ESIPT, in which the
excited normal form N* induces population of tautomer T1*. If T2* indeed is
populated, this most likely occurs in a stepwise mechanism. All experimental
results also supported these theoretical findings. The absorption spectrum of DHB
indicates an equilibrium between the ground state tautomeric forms N and T1,
with absorption bands at about 360 nm and 460 nm respectively, which were both
assigned to S0→S1 excitations. DFT calculations, including a 2D potential energy
surface is in agreement with these results. Theoretical absorption spectrum places
corresponding bands for the ground state at 363 and 456 nm respectively. The
ground state T2 tautomer was theoretically found to be a thermally unstable
structure. A single strongly Stokes shifted emission at 576 nm indicated the
existence of T1*, which was close to the theoretically estimated 535 nm.
Computations also implied that the proton transfer N*→T1* was a fast, barrier-less
and irreversible step. Theoretical evaluation show that T2* is thermally more
stable than T1* and that the T1*→T2* step is also kinetically favorable. The relative
energies of T2* and T2 locates the deactivation energy of T2* at about 861 nm,
which is outside the spectroscopically measured range. The single emission band is
therefore congruent with the calculations. No evidence was found of a concerted
reaction mechanism in the excited state.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Reactions involving proton transfers (PT), otherwise known as acid-base reactions
constitute a corner stone in the field of chemistry. The phenomenon is found in a
vast variety of biological and chemical systems. Organisms and their surrounding
environment often comprise a delicate acid-base equilibrium. The prevalence in
nature make the PT a very important object of research and a considerable amount
of studies have been made to develop the understanding of these reactions.
A PT that takes place within the same molecule constitutes a limiting case, called
tautomerization. This is observed in several biological molecules and is for example
a pre-requisite for the function of amino acids. They contain carboxylic acid and
amine functional groups and form a zwitterion as the proton is transferred in a
number of solvent mediated steps between these sites. Proton transfers can also be
induced by electronic excitation and have an essential role in the oxidation of
water in photosynthesis1. PT is also involved in an intermediate stage in the visual
system2.

Figure 1.1 The double helix of DNA, with its nucleotides paired up through hydrogen
bonds (dotted lines) along which PT can occur (modified image 3).

Whereas photoinduced PT is the main function in some systems, it can be
problematic in others. The base pairs in DNA, for example, form hydrogen bonded
1

dimers (figure 1.1). When exposed to ultraviolet radiation, the position of the
protons can be interchanged in the excited state. If the tautomeric state is
long-lived enough there is a possibility of mutations in the replication process,
which is believed to be one of the causes of skin cancer.4,5
In natural systems, multiple proton transfers are a common occurrence. For
instance in bacteriorhodopsin and green fluorescent proteins, where series of
transfers take place along hydrogen bonded wires.6 Tautomerization in several
steps is often studied as a way to understand more about such biosystems.
This study aims to gain further insight into the mechanism and map out the
reaction pathway of a so called excited state intramolecular double proton transfer
(ESIDPT). Experimental spectroscopic techniques will be applied, along with
computational methods to explain experimental observations and investigate the
reaction in further detail.

1.1

Prototropic tautomerism

Tautomerism is a special case of structural isomerism, which refers to the different
species formed when interchanging the position of one or more atoms or
functional groups, within the same molecule. The tautomers formed in prototropic
tautomerism differ specifically in the placement of hydrogen and in that sense
describes an aspect of intramolecular PT.
The common description of the acid-base reaction is the Brønsted-Lowry
definition, which particularly pictures the reaction as a PT, where the acid (HA) is
specified as a proton donor and the base (B) as proton acceptor, in Eq. 1.1. The
tendency for the acid to dissociate is given by the acidity constant, Ka, (Eq. 1.2).
BH+ + A-

HA + B

Ka = [A-] [BH+] / [HA] [B]

Eq. 1.1
Eq. 1.2

Tautomerization can be classified the same way, although the proton donor and
acceptor reside within the same molecule. It is not an actual ionization and the
hydrogen is instead transferred between these sites.7
2

1.2

Tautomeric equilibrium

The intramolecular PT in a tautomeric reaction is commonly a reversible process,
resulting in a fast dynamic equilibrium between the tautomer structures (see
examples in figure 1.2), which can make it impossible to isolate any one form.
There are countless variables factoring into the equilibrium position and numerous
studies show that it is not easy to generalize7.
(a) OH

(b)

O

OH
N

k1

k1

NH

O

k2

k2

CH

CH2

Figure 1.2 Common types of tautomeric equilibria between (a) lactam and lactim form
and (b) between enol and keto form.

The equilibrium constant K for the reactions in figure 1.3 is defined as:
K = k1 / k2

Eq 1.3

In contrast to the general case of isomerism, it is not uncommon for the tautomers
to be separated by a small activation barrier and for both forms to have nearly
equal energy, i.e. K≈1 (Eq. 1.3). This makes the equilibrium very sensitive to
environmental conditions. Experimental methods applied in this area therefore
often involve examining the relative population of tautomeric forms as the
equilibrium is perturbed.
The preference for a specific tautomer can be induced by a number of external and
internal parameters, like changes in pH, solute concentration, solvent interaction,
electronic excitation, temperature, aromatic resonance, lone-pair repulsion,
substituents with varying electronegativity and the distance between proton
acceptor and proton donor.4,7,8 In this thesis, some effects of solvent interaction
are addressed, but the main focus is on the acceptor and donor distance.
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1.3

Proton transfer along an intramolecular hydrogen bond

The spatial separation of proton donor and proton acceptor functional groups
characterizes to a large extent the tautomeric reactions. Systems in which this
distance is large are dependent on solvent for the intramolecular proton transfer
(IPT) to happen. The properties of molecules in which these sites are closely
spaced, to form an intramolecular hydrogen bond are greatly distinguished from
the rest. Although solvents importantly alter activation energies and the relative
thermodynamical stability of tautomers, this ESIPT is primarily aided by the
hydrogen bond.4,7 Since this thesis considers PT via internal hydrogen bonds is that
type of ESIPT henceforth the implicit meaning.

1.3.1 Ground and excited state IPT
The characteristics of the tautomeric reaction are usually very different in
electronically excited states compared to the ground state. Tautomeric systems
where PT is far more likely to occur upon excitation are known as a photoacids. 7,9,10
Photoacidity is not a quality exclusively seen in tautomerism and was first
discovered by Förster in 1950, when he studied organic compounds that upon
excitation exhibited a highly enhanced tendency for dissociation.11
Figure 1.3 illustrates the energy diagram of a photoinduced intramolecular
tauomerization reaction. The absorption of light, hv, promotes the normal form N
in S0 to the excited species N* on the S 1 potential energy surface. Shortly after
absorption, N* undergoes an excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)
to generate the exited state tautomer T*. The formation of the new phototautomer
T* provides an alternative deactivation pathway for N*. T* then decays through
emission of lower frequency, F, to the ground state tautomer, T, which then
transits back to N.7
In the ground state, the most common situation is a very small population of the
tautomer form, usually because of thermodynamic instability or due to a high
energy barrier, separating the species. In the excited state however, the relative
energetics are usually reversed and tautomerization is thermodynamically
4

favored.1,11

S1
Energy

N*

T*
F

hv

S0

T

N

Proton transfer reaction coordinate
Figure 1.3 Potential energy surfaces illustrating the activation and deactivation processes
in a typical ESIPT reaction.

Excitation causes a redistribution of π-electron density away from the proton
donor toward the proton acceptor. This, in combination with the internal
hydrogen bond is the driving force that promotes the proton to relocate. The
phenomenon is usually very fast and easily competes with fluorescence from the
N*.7

1.3.2 Excited state intramolecular double proton transfer (ESIDPT)
Systems with two protons, which are transferrable along hydrogen bonds, can
undergo an ESIDPT reaction and much of current research engages the issue of
either a stepwise or concerted mechanism in various systems. If the reaction
involves two separate steps, these can be causally connected. The first IPT is driven
by the excitation and subsequent development is caused by the properties of the
formed tautomer. It can either induce the second IPT in a stepwise fashion, or
stabilize the system such to inhibit it. The transfer steps can also prove to be
uncoupled, in which case the generation of the intermediate tautomer has no
effect on the probability of the second ESIPT. In the concerted mechanism are of
course both protons transferred simultaneous. There are also known cases where a
molecule can undergo both sequential and concerted reactions. The underlying
5

mechanism very much depends on the system in question, which is illustrated by
following examples. A theoretical study of the ESIDPT in the carboxylic acid
presented in figure 1.4 (a), the simultaneous reaction is shown to be kinetically
favored.12

(a)

O

(b)
O

N

H

H

O

O

7-hydroxyquinoline8-carboxylic acid

H
N

(c)

O

H

O

H

O
H

N
H

O

(2,20-bipyridyl)3,30-diol

1,8-dihydroxy-2naphthaldehyde

Figure 1.4 Double proton transfer systems that (a) undergo concerted proton transfers,
(b) that can have both a concerted and a sequential mechanism and (c) that has been
shown to undergo a stepwise reaction.6,12-14

The compound in figure 1.4 (b) can undergo both concerted and stepwise proton
transfers.13,14 In a combined study applying experimental and theoretical methods,
the sequential ESIDPT of the system in figure 1.4 (c) was proven.6
Molecules with donor and acceptor units in close proximity to each other are also
able to form dimers, and these types of systems are capable of double PT between
the monomers. One of the most thoroughly studied mechanisms of this variety is
that of the 7-azaindole system, shown in figure 1.5. Because of the similarities to
the nucleotide base pairs, this dimer is used as a model for the double PT that can
take place in the DNA.4,15,16 If the mutagenesis in DNA is proven to be the result of a
long-lived tautomeric state and if future prevention of this kind of reaction is to be
developed, the knowledge of the full mechanism is vital. Many other biologically
important molecules have several tautomers and their properties are the focus of
attention in various medical research.7
N
H
N

N

Because of their optical sensitivity, systems that undergo ESIPT

H

are of interest in light sensor technologies.7,17 The easily shifted

N

ground or excited state equilibria can also be applied as
different types of environmental detector systems.7

Figure 1.5 The 7-azaindole dimer system.
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1.3.3 Studying the intramolecular PT
Reaction mechanisms are in general challenging to study experimentally,
especially when the reaction involves multiple steps, as is the case in ESIDPT. The
electronic transitions in a molecule, when light is absorbed in the UV-vis region
occur within 10-16 to 10-15 seconds. Fluorescence is a much slower process and
ranges from about 10-12 to 10-6 seconds. The ESIPT like other photochemical
reactions, which are initiated in the excited state take place between 10 -15 and 10-12
seconds.6,7
There are commonly experimental limitations related to systems were several
phototautomeric states can be accessed. It is not always clear which species is
observed in spectroscopic measurements. Even though the experimental tools
available today can detect the ultrafast reactions associated with ESIPT, the exact
mechanism in these cases can be difficult or impossible to establish. In systems
with multiple PT capabilities, there can also be several coexisting tautomer forms
to consider, both in the ground and excited state. Because of this, it has become the
standard to use supplementary computational methods when dealing with
multiple excited state proton transfers. Density functional theory is frequently
applied to locate stable intermediates, transition states and to calculate theoretical
absorption and emission energies.

1.3.3.1 Spectral features of the ESIPT
In the steady state absorption and emission spectra of most compounds, the
emission band is a mirror image of the absorption band, but with peak maximum
slightly red-shifted, in the order of 1,000 cm -1. This is referred to as the Stokes shift
and is the energy difference between vibronic (electronic and vibrational)
absorption and vibronic emission originating from the transition between the
same electronic states. After ESIPT, the tautomer fluorescence is heavily shifted
toward lower energies compared to that of excitation (generally excitation of N)
usually about 10,000 cm-1. Furthermore, the tautomer emission band does not
produce a mirror image of the absorption. As seen in figure 1.3, the energy

7

difference between absorption of the N and the fluorescence of the T* is
significantly larger than that of regular relaxation and produces the characteristic
ESIPT Stokes shift. It was originally Weller who suggested the large red-shift to be a
consequence of ESIPT. His discovery was made in the 1950´s, in his work with
salicylic acids, which are known to exhibit dual emission.7,11
A compound that is capable of translocating two protons (ESIDPT) can produce a
fluorescence spectrum with double tautomer bands if there is a barrier separating
the two PT products. Dual emission in the spectrum can also emanate from the
excited normal form N* and the T1* tautomer respectively (figure 1.3).7 There are
also examples of molecules that undergo ESIDPT displaying triple emission bands. 17
For molecules with coexisting tautomer forms in the ground state, the absorption
spectrum also often exhibits multiple bands arising from these species, which
contributes even more to the experimental complexities. 17 There are however
methods, currently being developed to resolve multiple spectral features
associated with coupled ground and excited state equilibria i.e. that are exhibiting
multi-component absorption and fluorescence.7,17

1.3.4 Effects of solvent in ESIPT
The rate of interchanging the hydrogen position is in general much faster in the
electronically excited state and for the most part, the ESIPT via an internal
hydrogen bond is preceded by all solvent interaction. The role of solvent is not a
clear-cut case, but more system-specific. Protic solvents have been shown to
thermodynamically stabilize tautomers,7 but other studies indicated a higher
probability of phototautomerization in non-perturbative conditions, such as gasphase or non-polar solvents.4,7 In other instances, the excited state is long-lived
enough for interaction of polar solvents to compete with the ESIPT. In research on
methyl salicylate, the intermolecular hydrogen bonding is suggested to inhibit
tautomerization.18 In dimer systems, such as the 7-azaindole,15 solvent properties
are affecting the tendency for dimerization, as to enhance it in non-polar
environments and diminish it in polar solvents, where complexation instead takes
over. This is also observed in derivatives of salicylic acid.18
8

1.3.5 Quantum tunneling effects
Another phenomenon often seen in this type of distance-dependent ESIPT reaction
is quantum tunneling, which has a significant impact on the reaction rate. In a
reaction involving elementary particles, the contribution of quantum effects is to
be expected. For covalently bonded particles with small reduced mass, the zeropoint energy of the vibrational potential energy well is large, implying vibrational
wavefunctions with large amplitude, that decay slowly at the wall. This increases
the possibility of overlapping wavefunctions of initial and final states and therefore
tunneling.19 To estimate the quantum tunneling, the kinetic isotope effect can be
measured. Hydrogen is then replaced by the deuterium isotope, with larger
reduced mass giving rise to changes in reaction rate.4,7
Transition state theory ascribes a temperature dependence to the over barrier
transition between equilibrium structures. ESIPT reactions frequently take place at
very low temperatures19 indicating quantum tunneling through the barrier and
making the transition state theory an inappropriate description.6,19 At high
temperatures, quantum tunneling effects are negligible. Gradually lowering the
temperature increases the tunneling contribution and at 77 K, it is nearly the only
option by which the ESIPT can take place.7 This phenomenon is typically observed
in experiment as an increase in fluorescence yield as the temperature is decreased. 4

Recommended reading on tautomerism: "Tautomerism – Methods and Theories", by L. Antonov 7
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CHAPTER 2

PROJECT CHARACTERIZATION
2.1

Previous work

A recent study investigated the intramolecular proton transfer reactions in a series
of symmetric Schiff bases and connected the proton donating and accepting
properties to their structure.8 The majority of these compounds are capable of one
excited state single proton transfer on each side of the centre, with the exception
of the compound 4g, shown in figure 2.1. This system has a structure allowing two
potential proton transfers to occur on each side.
H

H

PT2

O

O
O

O
H

O

PT1

H
N

N

4g
O

O
O

O
H

O

PT1

H
N

N

4h

Figure 2.1 Symmetric Schiff bases 4g capable of a double PT i.e. steps PT1 and PT2
(represented by blue arrows) and 4h in which a single PT is possible (PT1) on each side of
the central keto group.

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of the 4g molecule in figure 2.2 reveal a
dual emission in the spectrum, which suggests more than one PT takes place in the
excited state. Also shown in figure 2.2 is the absorption and emission of the similar
Schiff base, 4h, displaying the typically large Stokes shift. The 4h molecule has a
methoxy group substituting the 3-hydroxy in 4g, resulting in only one possible PT
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on each side. The two compounds have largely overlapping emission bands at
approximately 630 nm, and the emitting species is arguably the tautomer formed
after PT1 in figure 2.1, from the 2-hydroxy functional group to the nitrogen
proton acceptor.

Figure 2.2 Electronic absorption and fluorescence spectra of 4g, 4h, and the phenolate
form of 4h, in acetonitrile (reprinted with permission from Fernández-Terán8).

The other fluorescence maximum that 4g exhibits, at about 480 nm, coincides well
with that of the phenolate ion of 4h (used as control compound, in which the
ability of PT2 is switched off) and the spectral similarities are assumed to originate
from the phenolate ion chromophore formed in the ESIDPT resulting in a negative
charge on the 3-hydroxy group (see tautomer T2* in figure 2.4).

2.2

Assignment characterization

To simplify the investigation of the PT processes in 4g, the smaller subunit
N-(2,3-dihydroxy)benzylideneaniline (DHB) (figure 2.3) was chosen for the project
and the objective was to examine the reaction pathway of a potential ESIDPT.

Figure 2.3 N-(2,3-dihydroxy)benzylideneaniline (DHB)
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Assuming an ESIDPT reaction takes place, the mechanism can be described by a
combination of steps, which are illustrated in figure 2.4.
H
O

O
O

H
O

H

H

3

N

N

N*

T2*
2

1
H
O
O
H
N

T1*
Figure 2.4 A scheme showing the possible reaction steps between the tautomer structures
involved in the ESIDPT reaction of DHB. Blue dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds.

The above excited state equilibrium (step 3) between the excited normal form N*
and the excited tautomer T2* show a simultaneous transfer of both protons, in
which no intermediates are involved. The lower mechanism, following step 1 and 2
outlines a sequential mechanism including the intermediate excited state tautomer
T1*.

2.3

Investigative approach

The reaction pathway scheme of DHB in figure 2.4 can be represented by the
generalized potential energy surfaces (PES), including the ground state S 0 and
excited state S1, illustrated in figure 2.5.
The ground state tautomers are N, T1 and T2, which are separated by the energy
barriers labeled as the transition state structures TS1 and TS2. The excited state
tautomers and transition states have the same labeling, apart from the added
asterisk superscript and also include the transition state TS3* that corresponds to
the concerted double PT. The excitation energy of N to N* is hv and the
fluorescence, F1 and F2 corresponds to maxima in the emission spectrum in
figure 2.2, which are assumed to be the deactivation of tautomers T1* and T2*
12

respectively.

TS3*

3

S1

1

N*

TS1*

T1*

N

F2
TS2

TS1
OH

T2*

F1

hv

S0

2

TS2*

OH

T1

O

O

OH

OH
H
N

N

T2
H
N

Figure 2.5 Potential energy surfaces visualizing the possible states in DHB. The grey
numbers correspond to the reaction steps in figure 2.4.

Tautomers T1* and T2* can be populated by four distinct mechanisms. A stepwise
pathway involves following step 1 and consecutively step 2. Another pathway
includes steps 1 and 3 and implies that population of T1* quenches the second
ESIPT and T2* is formed through a simultaneous ESIDPT. The third option is a
concerted reaction, step 3 followed by a back-transfer, which is a reverted step 2.
The final situation is the involvement of all steps in a both stepwise and concerted
reaction.
Steady state spectroscopic methods will be applied to examine the excited state PT
in the DHB and to obtain accurate activation and deactivation energies for
verification of the computational results. To establish the most probable reaction
mechanism, the computational approach is to investigate the relative stability of
all potential equilibrium structures in the PES (figure 2.5) and thereby
approximating the thermodynamic probability of population. Calculation of
transition states in minimal energy pathway on the PES, estimates activation
barriers, which indicate if a given step is kinetically plausible.
13

CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL
3.1

Spectroscopic measurements

3.1.1 Steady state UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy
The steady state absorption spectra were measured using the Varian Cary 5000
UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. The fluorescence spectra of the compounds were
recorded with a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog 3 fluorescence spectrophotometer
(set in 90o detection angle). The spectra were all obtained at room temperature and
cuvettes with 1 cm pathlength were used.

3.2

Computational methods

The calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 program, revision D.01 20
and initial molecular structures were constructed in Gaussview 05 visual interface.
In all calculations accounting for solvent effects, the polarizable continuum model
(PCM)20 for ACN was used and default equilibrium solvation was applied in all
excited state calculations, i.e. no state-specific correction was performed for
vertical transitions.

3.2.1 Geometry optimization of equilibrium structures
Ground state geometries were optimized for all possible tautomeric forms of DHB.
The hybrid functionals B3LYP21 and CAM-B3LYP22 were used with the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set. Optimizations of corresponding geometries in the first excited state were
done at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. In all geometry optimizations,
solvent effects of ACN were accounted for and the ground state geometries were
14

also

optimized

in

vacuo.

Vibrational

analysis

was

performed

at

the

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in vacuo in the S0
and convergence to a minimum was verified by the absence of imaginary
frequencies.

3.2.2 Excitation energies and absorption spectra
Electronic excitation energies of N and T1 were calculated on the ground state
geometries at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level with solvation model accounting for
ACN. Absorption spectrum of N and T1 was generated.

3.2.3 Transition state calculations
The transition state structures corresponding to the first and second PT in the
ground state were optimized to a maximum by using the synchronous transitguided quasi-Newton (STQN) method.20,23 The same optimization method was used
in the attempt to locate the transition state structure representing a simultaneous
double proton transfer. The TS calculations were done at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) in
simulated ACN. The same procedure was followed for all transition states in S 1 at
the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Subsequent frequency analysis was done
on all transition state structures to confirm a first order saddle point and that the
vibrational eigenvector pointed in the direction of the reaction coordinate.

3.2.4 Potential energy surfaces
To establish all the full minimum energy paths, IRC calculations were performed
on previously optimized transition states, in S 0 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Relaxed potential energy surface scans in
the ground state were computed for DHB by systematically varying the location of
protons along their respective reaction coordinates. PES in S 0 were done at the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in vacuo and was also attempted using
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). Excited state IRC and PES calculations were also attempted, but
were unsuccessful.
15

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Spectroscopic results

4.1.1 Steady state UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy
Absorption and fluorescence spectra of DHB were recorded and are presented in
figure 4.1. Also shown is the control substance HB, which is a substructure in the
4h molecule (figure 2.1) and only undergoes the PT corresponding to reaction step
1 for DHB (figure 2.5). The phenolate forms (Ph) of the two compounds, in which
PT is disabled were prepared by adding an excess of NaOH and for comparison
spectra were recorded. (At the addition of NaOH, clear viscous drops were formed
on the cuvette walls, but did not disturb spectroscopic measurements).
Normalized Absorption/Emission

Absorption Emission
DHB
HB
DHB Ph
HB Ph

1,0

0,8

DHB
HB
DHB Ph
HB Ph

0,6

OH

0,4

DHB

OH

O

0,2

N

OH
N

HB
0,0

300

400

500

600

700

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.1 Normalized absorption and emission spectra of DHB, HB and their respective
phenolate forms DHB Ph and HB Ph in acetonitrile. Molecular structures of DHB and HB
are shown next to the spectra.
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Absorption spectra of DHB and HB both exhibit a peak with maximum at 312 nm
that corresponds to the S0→S2 excitation, based upon computational results further
discussed in chapter 4.2.1. Overlapping with the 312 nm band, the spectra of DHB
and HB also have a shoulder with estimated maximum at about 360 nm. This
absorption band was assigned to the expected S0→S1 transition, shown by the
calculations. In contrast to HB, the DHB also displays a lower energy absorption at
about 460 nm, which points to a ground state dynamic equilibrium between the N
and T1 forms (see structures in figure 4.4), which was confirmed by excited state
calculations on the T1 structure. Judging by the spectral N/T1 ratio, the
equilibrium is shifted to the normal form. HB shows no sign of competing
tautomer absorption in the spectrum, suggesting that the T1 form is more stable in
DHB than in HB.
Relevant absorption and fluorescence maxima, together with calculated Stokes
shifts are given in table 4.1. The absorption bands of the two phenolates have their
maxima at just above 400 nm and they overlap very well. Their emission peaks at
about 555 nm also overlap almost perfectly. Both phenolates exhibit a normal
Stokes shift (in table 4.1) and the characteristically mirrored absorption and
emission bands.
Table 4.1 Absorption, emission and Stokes shift of DHB, HB and their phenolates in
acetonitrile.

Absorption

Emission

Stokes shift

λm ax

λm ax

DHB

nm
~360

nm
576

cm-1
10,417

HB

~360

580

10,537

DHB Ph

404

555

6,734

HB Ph

401

556

6,952

~ Approximated maximum; absorption overlaps with another band.

Fluorescence maxima of DHB and HB appear at 576 nm and 580 nm respectively.
This results in a Stokes shift well over 10,000 cm-1 for both DHB and HB, which
strongly indicates a tautomeric reaction in the excited state. The significant
overlap of these emission bands, paired with the shape similarities support the
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conclusion that the DHB emission originates from the excited state T1*
(figure 2.5).
The DHB and HB emission bands are also energetically close to the phenolate
emission, although at slightly lower frequencies. This is a significant contrast to
observations in the emission spectra of the larger systems 4g and 4h (figure 2.1),
in which the fluorescence of their corresponding T1* are strongly red-shifted
compared to the 4h phenolate. In 4g, it instead is the corresponding T2* tautomer
that seemingly displays phenolate-like emission (see spectra in figure 2.2).
Interestingly, the DHB does not display the dual emission band exhibited by the 4g
compound and there is no sign of the T2* tautomer fluorescence in the spectrum.
Experimental measurements therefore do not confirm that an ESIDPT reaction
takes place under given conditions.

4.2

Theoretical results

The B3LYP functional was used due to the favorable accuracy to computational
cost ratio. It is for that reason widely used in theoretical studies. B3LYP is also
known to very accurately evaluate geometrical parameters, which is a crucial
aspect in this study.24 In the Coulomb attenuating method (CAM), the exchange
interaction term is separated into a short-range (DFT exchange) and a long-range
correction (a Hartree-Fock exchange integral) term. 22 This was applied because it
has been reported to more accurately describe hydrogen bonding. 25 The
CAM-B3LYP out-performs B3LYP in other aspects as well, it was for example found
to significantly better estimate classical barriers. 26 Time-dependent calculations
with the CAM-version was examined in a study involving π →π* transitions in
organic dyes and proved to better describe delocalized excited states, which is also
relevant in this project.27
Various basis sets were applied and compared in the article by Peng et al., where a
system similar to DHB was studied.6 It was found that applying a larger basis set
had a very small effect on the results, which is the motivation for using the
medium size basis set 6-31G(d,p) in this study.
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4.2.1 Excitation energies and absorption spectra
The geometries of the N and T1 tautomeric forms of DHB were optimized applying
B3LYP with basis set 6-31G(d,p) and using solvent model for ACN. Excitation
energies of N were computed for the eight lowest singlet excited states, at the
TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory accounting for ACN. The absorption spectrum
was generated and is presented in figure 4.2. The spectroscopic results implied an
N/T1 equilibrium in the ground state and the computed energies of these forms are
nearly equal, which also substantiated this. To investigate further, the absorption
spectrum of T1 was calculated at the same level of theory and is shown in
figure 4.3.
The results of the excited state calculations of normal form, N of DHB are in good
agreement with experimental data, which is well illustrated by the spectrum in
figure 4.3. The first vertical excitation corresponds to a HOMO→LUMO transition
at 363 nm and is very close to the experimental value of about 360 nm. The peak
merges with the absorption at 322 nm, which constitute the S 0→S2 excitation and is
also a good estimate for the spectroscopic wavelength of 312 nm.

Epsilon

Oscillator strength

S0→ S2

322 nm
S0→ S1

363 nm

Excitation energy (nm)
Figure 4.2 Absorption spectrum of the N geometry optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory in solvent simulation for ACN. The spectrum for the eight lowest excited
states was computed at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory accounting for ACN.
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Epsilon

Oscillator strength

S0→ S2

340 nm

S0→ S1

456 nm

Excitation energy (nm)
Figure 4.3 Absorption spectrum of T1 was obtained using TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), in solvent
simulation of ACN. The T1 geometry was optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
in ACN simulation.

Transition to the first excited state of the T1 structure at 456 nm coincides well
with the small absorption band seen in the experimental absorption spectrum (at
460 nm), which supports the existence of a ground state tautomeric equilibrium.
The S0→S2 excitation of T1 would probably coincide with the 322 nm peak in the
spectrum of N, and not give any further indication of the equilibrium.
The theoretical oscillator strength of 1.434 for the S 0→S1 transition in T1 is almost
twice as large as for that of N, with the oscillator strength of 0.754. This implies
that the theoretical T1 is more stable than N, which of course also is shown by the
lower energy of the T1 geometry, presented in chapter 4.2.3 (optimized at
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, modeled in ACN). This is in opposition to the
spectroscopic absorbance ratio between N and T1, in which the N form dominates.

4.2.2 Molecular structure and orbitals
The DHB ground state geometries N, T1 and T2, optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory in solvent model of ACN, are presented in figure 4.4.
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N
Figure 4.4

T1

T2

Molecular structure of all tautomeric forms of DHB optimized at the

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in solvent model accounting for ACN.

Transitions S0→S1 in all forms of DHB are all HOMO to LUMO excitations and the
orbitals are displayed in figure 4.5. The shift in bond lengths, which upon
excitation are most relevant in the proton transfers are shown in table 4.2.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates that the excitation to S 1 invokes a shift of electron density
from the proton donor to the acceptor, which is the known driving force of ESIPT.
The electron density redistribution upon excitation of N is strongly shifted to the
imine, increasing its basicity.
L
U
M
O
H
O
M
O
T1

N

T2

Figure 4.5 Electronic structure of the HOMO and LUMO of N, T1 and T2 (shown in figure
4.4).

The imine-benzene dihedral angle is the only one that varies significantly between
the species. This angle for N, evaluated with B3LYP is about 32.6 o and with CAMB3LYP 36.8o. Both methods reveal an almost planar structure for the T2.
Interestingly, the CAM-B3LYP approximates a 20.1o dihedral twist in the T1 state,
whereas for B3LYP this structure is almost completely planar. Judging by the big
discrepancy between the two methods, the dihedral angle does not appear to have
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a noticeable impact on the T1 energy in the ground state (see chapter 4.2.3). Both
methods, however estimate a decrease in the dihedral twist upon PT in the ground
state. The same effect was seen in the corresponding imine-benzophenone
dihedral angle in Fernández-Terán’s study (also evaluated with CAM-B3LYP) and the
electron accepting/donating properties of different substituents in the excited
state were found to be correlated to the torsion. 8 It is also important to note that
the estimated dihedral angle in that study was overestimated by 6.1o and the
largest source of error in the comparison between the experimental and
theoretical structures.8 It is reasonable to conclude that B3LYP performs better in
this regard. According to the Gaussian-2 theory (a composite technique developed
to compare accuracy of computational methods24) evaluation by Bauschlicher was
the error for dihedral angles computed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory
dihedral angles about 0.35o (however only tested on two dihedral angles). The error
also turned out to increase to 3.66 o when the larger basis set 6-311+G(3df,2p) was
used.25 Furthermore, the search for transition state structure TS2 failed and instead
resulted in a 90o torsion of the imine-benzene dihedral angle with CAM-B3LYP. The
inability to locate TS2 with CAM is the primary reason for mostly using the B3LYP
functional in the project.
The dihedral angle between the imine and salicylidene unit is much smaller, but
however more likely to directly influence the hydrogen bond and effectively the PT
reaction. The N* could not be optimized (which is further discussed in chapter
4.2.3) and instead is the N geometry visualized, as the dihedral angle is the same
upon vertical excitation. Analyzing the LUMO of N (in figure 4.5), the
imine-salicylidene dihedral twist is potentially decreasing the stability upon
excitation and following redistribution of electron density. This is perhaps what
facilitates the PT and could be the reason why N* seemingly is a very unstable
structure, which the inability to optimize the geometry hints at and is further
described in chapter 4.2.3. A more thorough investigation of the electron density
difference between ground and excited state is however needed to give a more
accurate representation.
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Table 4.2

Some of the bond lengths of N, T1 and T2 in ground and excited state

respectively, calculated in ACN at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory.

O1 H1
C3 O2
C2
H2
C2 H2
C1
N

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), ACN

C3 – O1
O1 – H1
O2 – H1
C2 – O2
O2 – H2
H2 – N

N
1.364
0.971

N*
-

1.350
1.002

-

T1
1.361
0.978

T1*
1.332
0.993

T2
1.292

T2*
1.271
0.984
1.350
1.014

1.278

1.286

1.026
1.343

1.040

1.029

1.022

Why the T2 state is so comparatively high in energy and the excited state
counterpart T2* lower in energy even than T1* is not obvious judging by any of the
geometrical parameters.

4.2.3 Optimized energies and potential energy diagram
Frequency calculations of stationary points in S0 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory performed in vacuo yielded no imaginary
frequencies, which confirmed minimized geometries and first order transition
states. The equilibrium structures calculated with solvation model for ACN and in
the excited state were not verified by vibrational analysis. All located transition
states were however confirmed by one imaginary frequency. Internal reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculations proved that the minimum energy pathway following
the transition vector connects the equilibrium structures at each transition state.
In table 4.3, the relative energies of optimized structures in the ground state are
given, both in vacuo and with solvent model accounting for ACN, at various levels of
theory. The results of the IRC calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory,
in ACN are plotted in figure 4.6. Throughout the project, the energies are given in
kcal/mol instead of the international standard units, as it is conventionally used in
the literature on the subject matter.
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Motivated by Peng et al.,6 was a minimum for the T2 searched for in solvents,
cyclohexane (non-polar) and in acetonitrile (polar) and they appeared as a
minimum only in acetonitrile, all other trials resulted in the T1 structure. This
potentially suggests that polar solvents have a stabilizing effect on the ground
state tautomer forms. Introduction of solvent is overall lowering the minimum
energies in S0, but activation barriers are instead slightly increased. For the B3LYP
are the relative energy levels of N and T1 reversed in vacuo compared to in ACN, in
which the tautomer is slightly more stable than the normal form (opposite to the
experimental results, where the N appear to be thermally more stable). This could
indicate that the uncertainty in the calculations is roughly the same as the energy
difference between these structures and that the level of theory is unable to
accurately describe the ground state equilibrium.
Table 4.3 Relative energies (kcal/mol) of optimized equilibrium geometries in DHB and
transition states in the ground state.

CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)

In vacuo

ACN

In vacuo

ACN

N
TS1

0
5.010

0
3.81

0
4.020

0.78
3.82

T1

2.65

0.63

1.160

0

TS2

-

-

-

14.92

T2

-

16.040

-

14.68

Table 4.4 Computed relative (to ground state) energies (kcal/mol) of excited state
optimized tautomeric structures of DHB at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level in ACN.

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)

Results of the excited state optimizations in

ACN

ACN at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory

N*
TS1*

-

are presented in table 4.4. Vibrational analysis

T1*

53.45

TS2*

57.64

T2*

47.88

frequency proving TS2* to be a first order

TS3*

-

saddle point. IRC calculations however, failed in

showed the proton moving along the reaction
coordinate and yielded a single imaginary

the excited state. All attempts to estimate state
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N* resulted in the T1* structure, which analogous to the T2 geometry, points to N*
being an unstable species.
The TS3* first was searched for with the initial TS guess structure generated by
gaussian (STQN2),20 which yielded TS2*. In a second attempt, the TS guess was
constructed (STQN3)20 by placing the involved protons between their respective
acceptor and donor and adjusting the bond lengths to an average between those in
N and T2*. This also resulted in the TS2* structure, which implies that a concerted
reaction pathway in the excited state is unlikely.
An overview of relative energy levels, activation energies and S 0→S1 transition
energies of the DHB tautomeric forms in S0 and S1 are presented in figure 4.6. The
energies were calculated using ACN solvation model at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and
TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) levels.

Relative energy (kcal/mol)

85

N*

75

Erel (kcal /mol)
65
55

S1

TS2*

T1*

9.76

T2*

4.18
45

λabs = 363 nm

35

861 nm
535 nm

25

TS2

15
5
-5

S0

N
0,5

3.03

TS1
1

T2

N
TS1

0.78
3.82

T1

0

TS2

14.92

T2

14.68

T1*

53.45

TS2*

57.64

T2*

47.88

0.23

3.82

T1
1,5

14.92
2

2,5

Reaction coordinate
Figure 4.6 Relative energies (kcal/mol) of tautomeric forms and transition states of DHB,
activation energies and wavelengths of vertical excitation and the 0-0 transitions in S 0 and
S1 computed in ACN at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) levels respectively.

The nearly equal energies for N and T1, paired with the small activation energy of
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3.03 kcal/mol for the N→T1 transition, makes the tautomerization reaction very
likely even in the ground state and implies the probability of a ground state
thermal

equilibrium

between

these

structures.

The

T2

tautomer

is

thermodynamically unstable and given the extremely low activation barrier of 0.23
kcal/mol for the back-reaction to T1, a noticeable population of T2 is highly
improbable. TD-DFT calculations show no evidence of a localized energy minimum
for N* and the state is in figure 4.6 represented by the vertical excitation energy
provided from computations of the absorption spectrum in chapter 4.2.1. The
inability to theoretically find the N* structure potentially indicates a very unstable
form, which leads to the suggested downhill transition, where the lack of energy
barrier indicates an extremely fast, irreversible N*→T1* tautomerization.
The computed energy difference between T1 and T1* corresponds to a wavelength
of 535 nm, which is a reasonable prediction for the spectroscopic fluorescence peak
at 576 nm, which is of an expectedly longer wavelength, as experimental emission
occurs to various vibrational levels above the zero-point level in T1. In the S 1 state,
T2* is the more thermally stable tautomer and the small activation energy of 4.18
kcal/mol for the T1*→T2* transition sustains the probability of T2* population, but
the back-transfer reaction is thermally and kinetically less likely. Furthermore, the
computed 0-0 transition energy of the T2* to the T2 state is estimated to 861 nm.
This falls outside the measured range in the fluorescence spectrum, which
importantly shows that the single emission band of DHB does not exclude an
ESIDPT reaction. The deactivation of T2* is bordering onto the near infrared and
most likely occurs through internal conversion to the S 0 surface, which makes the
back-transfer to T1* an even less plausible pathway. A further experimental
investigation into the second PT is needed to compare with these calculations. This
is a significant contrast to the larger 4g system, in which the T2* tautomer instead
emits at a shorter wavelength than the T1*. The DHB does not appear to be
representative of 4g.8 The theoretical results are overall consistent with the
experimental observations.
Theoretical data should of course be evaluated with caution and all computational
methods always have some limitations. Absolute and relative energies evaluated
26

with the B3LYP generally yield an average error of about 2.2 kcal/mol 25,26 with very
small variations for medium to large size basis sets. 26 Furthermore, the B3LYP tend
to underestimate reaction barriers.
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T2
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8

6
4
2
0

T1
-2,0

-1,5

-1,0

-0,5

0,0

0,5

1,0

Intrinsic reaction coordinate
4,0

Energy (kcal/mol)

3,5

TS1

(b)

3,0
2,5
2,0
1,5

1,0

N

0,5
0,0

T1

-0,5
-1,5

-1,0

-0,5

0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

Intrinsic reaction coordinate
Figure 4.7 Diagram showing the internal reaction coordinate analysis in the ground state,
of (a) transition state TS1 connecting energy minima N and T1 and (b) transition state TS2
that connects T1 and T2. The IRC calculations were done at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory with PCM solvent model for ACN.
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This was shown in a study on the accuracy of thermochemistry and reaction
barriers, where transition state barriers of 46 hydrogen abstraction reactions were
investigated, resulted in the absolute mean deviation from experimental values of
3.3 kcal/mol for B3LYP.29 This implies a large uncertainty for the N and T1 energies
and the barrier between them. This is well illustrated by the discrepancy from the
experimental N/T1 ratio and is indicative of the performance limit of the methods
used. The existence of T2 also becomes very questionable. If the same trend is seen
in the excited state and the barrier between T1* and T2* is larger than calculated,
the population of the T2* is slower and the probability of deactivation through
T1*→T1 becomes higher.

4.2.4 Potential energy surface scan
A relaxed ground state potential energy surface scan was performed applying the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in vacuo and is presented in figure 4.8.

H1H1
O1 O1
O2
C2C2O2H2
H2
C1C1H2H2
N N

Figure 4.8 Potential energy surface scan of DHB in vacuo at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory.
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Due to computational cost, the PES calculations were done in vacuo. The ground
state PES calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory did not finish within
the given time frame for the project. Since the TS2 was unsuccessfully calculated
with the STQN method applying CAM-B3LYP, the PES at this level of theory was
interesting as the system is forced through this particular transition state. Excited
state PES calculation was attempted, but not successful.
The ground state dynamic equilibrium between N and T1 is evident by the deep
and smooth valley along the O2–H2 reaction coordinate. There is a barely
noticeable energy barrier separating the very stable species. The T1 tautomer
appears to be the dominating in the equilibrium, whereas the energy calculations
in using solvent model for ACN result in the opposite. For the CAM-B3LYP
(compared to the B3LYP), the in vacuo calculation is instead yielding a more stable
T1 than N. The contradictive results of the relative N and T1 energies at the
different levels of theory, further points to the predictive limitations of the
theoretical methods and that the energy difference between the structures lies in
the computational margin of error.
Although the CAM-B3LYP functional is used, a shallow minimum energy pathway is
visible, following the reaction coordinate of the gradual O1–H1 stretch through the
TS2 transition state. This demonstrates a sequential double PT. Population of the
T2 tautomer is however not realistic, since the back-reaction of T2 →T1 is extremely
exothermic, with practically no energy barrier.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
The experimental indication of the ESIDPT reaction in the previously studied 4g
system8 was the motivation for this project and the main objective was to
investigate

the

underlying

reaction

mechanism

of

the

4g

subunit

N-(2,3-dihydroxy)benzylideneaniline (DHB). Theoretical DFT and TD-DFT methods
were used and a previously prepared sample of the compound was also examined
by UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy.
A dynamic ground state equilibrium between N and T1 was identified in the
absorption spectrum and was verified by theoretical absorption spectrum, energy
calculations and the ground state PES. The N form was found to dominate in the
experimental absorption spectrum. Computational results (in which solvent
settings to mimic experimental conditions were implemented) however showed a
shift toward the T1 in the equilibrium. The T2 energy was theoretically estimated
and the tautomer proved to be a thermally unstable form. Any population of T2 via
T1 is kinetically unlikely and would probably only occur through the potential
deactivation of the excited state tautomer T2*, which subsequently would lead to a
fast and very exothermic T2→T1 reaction.
Theoretical energy calculations of all possible phototautomers support the
probability of doubly translocated protons in the excited state. Judging by the
calculations is the photoactivated N form exhibiting a substantially enhanced
acidity, which reasonably results in a fast, irreversible and barrier-less proton
transfer to form the energetically lower lying T1* tautomer. The experiment only
showed a single emission band, which was attributed to the T1* fluorescence,
based on the good agreement with theoretical evaluation and comparison to the
methylated control compound. The band maxima in the absorption and
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fluorescence spectra confirm a characteristically large Stokes shift of ~10,417 cm -1,
further indicating the excited state tautomerization. The T2* was computationally
established to be energetically lower in energy than T1*, and the T1* →T2* reaction
step requires a small activation energy. This suggests a strong probability of T2*
population, provided that the T1* does not relax back to the ground state before
the T1*→T2* PT can take place. The closeness between the low lying T2* in the
excited state and the high energy T2 in the ground state give a theoretical
deactivation of 861 nm for T2*, which places it in the near infrared part of the
spectrum. This result was therefore not spectroscopically confirmed, but could
explain the single emission band in the spectrum. Although the second proton
transfer is potentially reversible is it not very probable as deactivation to the
ground state likely occurs via internal conversion. The simultaneous excited
reaction step N*→T2* was not indicated in calculations and conclusively are all
results in this project pointing to a sequential ESIDPT reaction in DHB.
The characteristics of the T2* decay (and even T1* to some extent) differ
significantly between DHB and corresponding deactivation channels in 4g, which
show that the here investigated ESIDPT is not simply translatable to the larger
system.
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CHAPTER 6

OUTLOOK
An ESIDPT reaction including the evidence of a stepwise mechanism is not
conclusively confirmed by experiment in this study and more investigations into
some aspects are needed. For example evidence of the T2* tautomer could firstly
be measured by increasing the range in the steady state fluorescence spectrum.
This would perhaps substantiate that two protons indeed are transferred in the
excited state.
Another suggestion would be to use the theoretical results here as a guide-line and
perform a thorough time-resolved study of the excited state dynamics,
implementing femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopic techniques, which has the
temporal range of molecular rearrangement. To get an idea whether thermal
population of the T2* is kinetically possible, the femtosecond fluorescence upconversion technique used by Peng et al.6 could be another suggestion for
examining the excited state life-time of the T1* tautomer.
The results in this thesis did not bring much clarity to characteristics of the ESIDPT
in the 4g molecule. A suggestion for future projects is to perform a similar
theoretical examination, at least to begin with. Considering the specific structural
similarities as well as differences between DHB and 4g, a comparison between
them could present another excellent way to learn more about how molecular
structure correlates with the characteristics of the tautomeric processes. It would
also perhaps be helpful to perform DFT calculations on the phenolate ion forms of
both systems.
The ground state equilibrium in DHB could be further investigated to understand
more about the solvent interplay in tautomeric systems containing internal
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hydrogen bonds, for example by estimating the relative N/T1 ratio in solvents with
varying properties.
Another interesting finding was the reversed stability of the N and T1 species in
experiment versus theoretical approach. These types of ground state equilibria
perhaps could give clues into how theoretical solvent models can be improved, as a
long-term objective. The B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP estimations of dihedral angles
diverge significantly and the accuracy of this aspect needs to be investigated,
especially since G2 test set of geometrical parameters only includes two dihedral
angles.25 It would also be interesting to see how the dihedral angles in the excited
tautomers calculated with CAM-B3LYP compare to those of B3LYP.
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